Q. Do you know what schools the majority of deliveries will go to?
A. Products in section A will go to all participating schools. Products in section B are additional products that the schools want, with the majority going to Ithaca and smaller quantities going to Groton, Dryden, and Trumansburg.

Q. Is frozen meat okay?
A. Yes, we can communicate with schools about when delivery would be needed to give it time to thaw.

Q. Do you expect the same quantities as the award from Sept. 2019-Jan.2020?
A. The current bid has the quantities that we want for Feb. 2020-June 2020. On the current bid, you have the opportunity to suggest products for Sept. 2020-Jan.2021 and the quantities might be similar to the award for Sept. 2019-Jan 2020.

Q. Do schools pay the price I put down or the scoring award price?
A. Schools pay the price you put down.